Summary

Thomson Reuters® GoFileRoom has APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) which are available at [developerportal.tr.com](http://developerportal.tr.com). APIs are a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications. An API specifies how software components should interact. It sounds very technical, but just think of the API as a handshake between two different and separate applications.

GoFileRoom APIs are also available in different third-party ecosystems, such as:

- **Microsoft connectors exist within Microsoft® Office 365.** They allow employees to create and automate workflows and tasks across multiple applications and services without help from developers. A connector is a wrapper around an API that allows the underlying service to talk to Microsoft Power Automate, PowerApps, and Logic Apps within Microsoft’s ecosystem.

- **Zapier Apps which lets you connect GoFileRoom to more than 2,000 other web services.** Automated connections called Zaps, set up in minutes with no coding, can automate your day-to-day tasks and build workflows between GoFileRoom and other apps that otherwise wouldn’t be possible.

### Example use cases

- Creating or disabling GoFileRoom users automatically
- Updating logins as email addresses change for GoFileRoom users or ClientFlow users
- Automating reports related to documents or deliverables within Thomson Reuters® FirmFlow
- Integrating GoFileRoom/FirmFlow with IoT

### Key features

- Removes the need for a software developer to consume GoFileRoom and FirmFlow APIs
- Currently there are 40+ GoFileRoom APIs
- Microsoft connectors can be used in Microsoft Power Automate, PowerApps, and LogicApps
- Zapier allows for desktop integration using the Zapier Chrome extension
- Users do not need to know how to program in specific languages in order to use

### Cost

- Thomson Reuters — there are no additional costs or product licenses required by Thomson Reuters.
- Microsoft Power Automate is available for anyone with an Office 365 account, however, Microsoft Power Automate does have a pricing plan. See [Microsoft Power Automate Pricing](http://microsoftpowerautomatepricing.com) for details.
- Zapier has different pricing plans depending on how many Zaps you wish to run per a month. See [Zapier Pricing and Plans](http://zapierpricingplans.com).

### Pain point

Many firms do not know how APIs can benefit operations and drive productivity; furthermore, they do not have resources available who can code using APIs.

### Solution

Connectors bridge the gap by offering more user-friendly way to firms to make connections between third-party applications. It also allows firms to develop integration without the need for hiring developers.

---

**Want to learn more?**

Contact us at +1 800 968 8900 or cs.sales@tr.com
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